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ABSTRACT

This study concerns on the effect of peer review on EFL students’ writing skill inwriting nursing care documentation. The aims of this study are to investigate thepossible effectiveness of the peer review technique to increase the quality ofnursing students’ writing skill and to see whether this method motivates studentto write. The method of the study is quantitative method. The participants were 78nursing students in the fourth semester of Cendekia Utama Health College. Theywere randomly categorized into two experimental and control groups. In theexperimental group were providing with an additional peer review instructionpropossed by O’Muirheartaigh (1990). It includes the provision of constructivefeedback to their peers and evaluating and correcting the peer’s performances.They were paired for peer review, conferencing and exchanging their Nursing caredocumentation with those of their peers. The reviewers had to correct, evaluateand respond those Nursing care documentation. While, in the control group weretraditionally handled by teacher who assigned them homework and correct theirNursing care documentation by themselves. The experiment was run over twomonths. The data were collected using questionnaire, pre – test and post – test forlanguage proficiency and writing skill, peer response sheet, writing criteria andguidelines sheet.The result of the study indicated that p-score is 0,000 <0,05, so that Ho is Rejectedand Ha is Accepted. It means there is difference of Pre Test with Post Test score. Itis known that statistic t - arithmetic is -6.202 which means the score of pre - test issmaller than post - test with point score 6.202. It indicated that the writing of thestudents in the experimental group improved more than those in control group.Also, those engaged in peer review method were motivated to write more andenjoy writing. It was concluded that peer review provides learners with anauthentic audience, increase the students’ motivation for writing and enables themto receive different views on their writing.
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IntroductionIn the globalization era, English language plays an important role inimproving students’ knowledge and helps the students to gain success in every
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subject. It is not only as universal language but also as a tool to communicate inoral and written form to understand and figure out the information, mind, feeling,science, technology and culture. Therefore English language is one of the importantsubjects to be studied at school in Indonesia.  Recently, English is a part ofcommunication and it is also one of an important language to be mastered. Thereare four skills that have to be mastered in the English teaching and learningprocess, they are; listening, speaking, reading and writing which are integrated toachieve the Information level.The students will be able to express their ideas in the written form if theyhave good skill in writing. So that writing is one of the important skills that shouldbe mastered. However, Dempsey, Pytikzilling& Burning, (2009); Gao(2007);O’Muicheartaigh, (1990); stated that writing skill is one of the four language skills(reading, speaking, listening and writing) that has been underestimated for a longtime. While, Kim and kim (2005), suggested that students’ writing haveunproductive result and yields meaningless on the feedback of traditional teacher.Rollinson (2004) found that teacher is the students’ audience and students willwrite for teacher (not for themselves) when teacher is being traditionallyaccustomed in giving specific instruction.  Recent study was shown that feedback ismore useful between drafts, when the feedback done in the end of the task it willmake a little improvement. It was shown that in traditional writing class; most ofthe students are passive.Nowadays, teacher have to get the students involve in the learning andassessment in ESL/EFL classroom. Teach – centered classroom can be change byencouraging students to participate more actively in the various types of activities.So that the teacher’s responsibility in teach – centered classroom can be decreased.To achieve autonomous learning, teacher encourages students to work hand inhand and to take advantage of the implementation of feedback activities and thesupervision is under the teacher. Cho and Cho (2011) stated that peer review is anontraditional form of assessment and its role has been little explored.  Accordingto Paulus (1999) in the EFL writing classes, peer reviewis considered to be asignificant component of the feedback and revision process. Brown (2001) statedthat students will have great experience when they are participating in peerreview activities. It enables them to step out of their own selves to see what they
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have created through the eyes of others. There are many advantages of peerreview like creating a potentially high level of interaction between readers andwriters and  it makes teachers more aware (Rollison, 2005), receiving socialsupport from their peers (Zhang, 1995), writing to a real audience (Mangelsdorf,1992), participating actively in a wider learning community and takingresponsibility for editing their written product (Lam, 2010).Corbin (2010) stated that in recent years, Peer review has been proved asan effective approach to improve the writing skill and since the prevalence ofcommunicative approach; it is increasingly conducted in writing classes. Itincreases motivation to write, and to learn how to treat writing as a collaborativesocial activity, (Farrah, 2012). Since the purpose of the English subject at CendekiaUtama Health College is to make the students able to learn and apply the languagerelated to the nursing terminology and according to AIPNI Curriculum of 2015, theobjective of English subject in this college covers the ability of understanding,practicing and writing theirnursing care documentation and it has to realize in fourskills of English. Therefore, this study was conducted to contribute to the NursingStudents as EFL students in particular and to all EFL students in general.
1.1. Research QuestionThe statements of the problem of this study are as follow;

1. Does peer review technique help nursing students improve their writingskill in writing their “Nursing care documentation”?
2. Does peer review technique increase positive attitudes toward writingamong nursing students as EFL students?

1.2. Objectives of the StudyRefers to the formulation of the research question, the objectives of the studyare as follow;1. To investigate the possible effectiveness of the peer review technique toincrease the quality of nursing students’ writing skill in writing their“Nursing care documentation”.2. To see whether this method motivates students to write.
Literature Review
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According to Jalaludin (2011), writing is a system for interpersonalcommunication using various styles of language. It plays a fundamental role in ourpersonal and professional lives. The approach of writing process has changed theteaching way from students' final products to the process of writing, in thiscase,peer feedback take an important part in the writing instruction. Nowadays,peer feedback is known as critical technique to improve student’s writing but intraditional teaching process teachers are the only one who has high knowledge toprovide feedback on the students' writing. The key element of language learning isfeedback because it can promote minimal or deep learning. Feedback isinformation provided by an agent regarding some aspects of one's taskperformance (Hattie and Timperely, 2007). Narciss (2008) also defines feedbackas all post-response information that is provided to a learner to inform the learneron his or her actual state of learning or performance.Mory (2003) discusses that there are four perspectives how feedbacksupports learning;1. It can be considered as an incentive for increasing response rate and/ oraccuracy.2. It can be regarded as a reinforcer that automatically connects responses toprior stimuli (focused on correct responses).3. It can be considered as information that learners can use to validate orchange a previous response (focused on erroneous responses).4. It can be regarded as the provision of scaffolds to help students constructinternal schemata and analysis their learning processes.Based on several important language learning theories, peer review isincluding inthe cooperative learning and social interaction. Cooperative learningrefers to collaborative learning. Jacobs et al. (1998) stated that cooperativelearning can be defined as “the instructional use of small groups so that studentswork together to maximize their own and each other’s learning” (p. 1). Peer reviewrequires students to work together in pairs or small groups depending on the kindof the task students are required to fulfill; therefore, cooperative learning serves asa pedagogical rationale for the use of peer review (or what some may refer to aspeer feedback) in ESL writing classes.O’Muirheartaigh (1990) stated that peerreview is including the provision of constructive feedback to their peers and
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evaluating and correcting the peer’s performances.Peer review can be employed inthree forms; pre – peer review, while – peer review and post – peer review;a. Pre – peer reviewIn the pre training teacher clarifying the benefits of peer review, grouping thestudents and keeping foxed ones. Teacher shows how to give feedback/reviewby doing an example. It can help students to structure their papers more clearly.b. While – peer reviewIn this section students begin their peer review and teacher is a monitor.c. Post – peer reviewStudents reflect on what they did during peer review and they write about theirexperience.Documentation is anything written or electronically generated thatdescribes the status of a client or the care or services given to that client(Perry &Potter, 2010). Nursing documentation refers to written or electronically generatedclient information obtained through the nursing process (ARNNL, 2010). Nursingdocumentation is essential for good clinical communication. Appropriate legibledocumentation provides an accurate reflection of nursing assessments, changes inconditions, care provided and pertinent patient information to support themultidisciplinary team to deliver great care. Documentation provides evidence ofcare and is an important professional and medico legal requirement of nursingpractice.Nursing documentation will support the process of;1. Patient assessmentAssessment is a key component of nursing practice, required for planning andprovision of patient and family centred care.
2. Plan of careA plan of care is a written outline of care for individual clients and is part of thepermanent record. The plan of care must be clear to everyone reading the chart.Effective plans of care must be up-to-date and useful to meet the needs andwishes of individual clients. If a standardized plan of care format (e.g., caremaps, clinical pathways) is not used, the nurse should ensure that her/his notesidentify a plan of care for each assigned client
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3. Real time progress notes4. Documentation is captured in the patient’s progress notes in ‘real time’throughout the shift instead of a single entry at the end of shift. Any relevantclinical information is entered in a timely manner such as;a. Abnormal assessment, eg. Uncontrolled pain, tachycardic, increased WOB,poor perfusion, hypotensive, febrile etc.b. Change in condition, eg. Patient deterioration, improvements, neurologicalstatus, desaturation, etc.c. Adverse findings or events, eg. IV painful, inflamed or leaking requiringremoval, vomiting, rash, incontinence, fall, pressure injury; wound infection,drain losses, electrolyte imbalance, +/-fluid balance etc.d. Change in plan (Any alterations or omissions from plan of care on patientcare plan) eg. Rest in bed, increase fluids, fasting, any clinical investigations(bloods, xray), mobilisation status, medication changes, infusions etc.e. Patient outcomes after interventions eg. Dressing changes, pain management,mobilisation, hygiene, overall improvements, responses to care etc.f. Family centred care eg. Parent level of understanding, education outcomes,participation in care, child-family interactions, welfare issues, visitingarrangements etc.g. Social issues eg. Accommodation, travel, financial, legal etc.Progress note entries should include nursing content and evidence ofcritical thinking. That is, they should not simply list tasks or events but provideinformation about what occurred, consider why and include details of the impactand outcome for the particular patient and family involved. All entries should beaccurate and relevant to the individual patient.As cited in the web of the royalchildren’s hospital Melbourne, The structure of each progress note entry shouldfollow the ISBAR philosophy with a focus on the four points of Assessment, Action,Response and Recommendation.a. Identify reflects to Positive patient identification and ensure details are correcton documents. Write the current date, time and “Nursing” heading. The firstentry you make each shift must include your full signature, printed name anddesignation. Subsequent entries on the same shift must be identified withdate/time and ‘Nursing’ but may be signed only.
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b. Situation & Background are not often required for ‘real-time’ entries. It Mayrelevant for admission notes or transfer from one dept to another.c. Assessment reflects to what does the patient look like? What has happened?Action reflects what have you done about it? Interventions, investigations,change in care or treatment required?d. Response reflects how has the patient responded? What has changed?Improvement or deterioration?e. Recommendation reflects what is your recommendation or plan for furtherinterventions or care?
Methods

2.1 ParticipantsThe participants were 78 nursing students in the fourth semester of CendekiaUtama Health College. They were randomly categorized into two experimental andcontrol groups.
2.2 Instrumentation2.2.1 Writing Proficiency TestWriting test proficiency was given to the participant to make the comparisonbetween experimental groups and control group homogeneous. They were giventwo titles from TOEFL test (Sharpe, 2004). One as pre – test and the other one aspost – test.2.2.2 Peer Response SheetPeer response sheet was given to the experimental group to help thereviewers read their peer work and respond to it. It helps the reviewer focus ontheir ideas and respond in the best way possible.
2.2.3 Writing Criteria and Guideline SheetWriting criteria and guidelines sheet were given to both of the group to helpthem develop their ideas and guide them to write their nursing caredocumentation correctly.2.2.4 Questionnaire
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At the end of the course, a questionnaire were used to see whether peerreview technique increase positive attitudes toward writing among nursingstudents as EFL students. It was translated by using “Likert scale”.
2.3 ProceduresOn the first session, a Pretestof proficiency was given to both experimental andcontrol group, after that both of students groups asked to write their Nursing caredocumentationwith the same case according to the instruction and writingguidelines and criteria that they had already received. The students in theexperimental group were provide with an additional peer review instructionoffered by O’Muirheartaigh (1990) including the provision of constructivefeedback to their peers and evaluating and correcting the peer’s performances. Theexperiment was run over two month with experimental group receiving peerreview while in the control group there only receiving feedback from the teacher.The students were assigned to write about 2 cases of their Nursing caredocumentationand they were submitting one nursing care documentation in everysession.In the experimental group, they were paired for peer review. They wereconferencing and exchanging theirNursing care documentationwith those of theirpeers. The reviewers had to correct, evaluate and respond those Nursing caredocumentation. After doing peer review, students meet their peers for peernegotiation and conference that they had already been taught in the peer reviewinstruction session or pre – peer review. After that the reviewers presented theiropinion about the problem and mistakes that they had already find and madeargument with peer to solve the problem. Reviewers were also asked to write ahalf page of their feedback. Teacher also gives comment to their nursing caredocumentation in form of written feedback. After revision sessions, the studentrevised the Nursing care documentation that implementing the peers’feedback.While, in the control group were traditionally handled by teacher whoassigned them homework and correct theirNursing care documentation bythemselves. Teacher was giving feedback to their Nursing care documentation inthe next session. At the end of the study, the same posttest were given to bothgroups and corrected by teacher.Students completed survey at the end of the term
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in order to assess the opinion of the student about specific aspects of peer reviewmethod. The survey was use questionnaire.
2.4 Data analysisTo provide evidence whether any improvement caused by the peer reviewmethod in the writing of the experimental group, the data were analyzed andexpressed descriptively through 2 experiments.

Result

3.1 Normality Test with histogram graphicGraphic 1. Histogram of Pre – Test RespondentThe result of normality test of pre – test respondents with histogram graphicshown that the curve of the histogram graphic is symmetric; the data can bemeasured to the paired t-test.

Graphic 1 Histogram of Pre – Test Respondent
Graphic 2. Histogram of Pre – Test RespondentThe normality test of post – test respondents results with histogram graphicshown that the curve of the histogram graphic is symmetric; the data also can bemeasured to the paired t-test.
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Graphic 2. Histogram of Post – Test Respondent
3.2 Univariat AnalysisTable 1 Frequency Table of Pre – Test Respondent indicates that the frequencyscore of pre – test respondents are 28, 8 %, the mostly scores are 60. While in thetable 2 indicated that the frequency of post – test respondents are 20, 5 %, themostly scores are 68, 5.

Pre Test Respondent

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative

Percent

Valid 50 2 2.7 2.7 2.7

53 1 1.4 1.4 4.1

57 10 13.7 13.7 17.8

60 21 28.8 28.8 46.6

65 11 15.1 15.1 61.6

66 2 2.7 2.7 64.4

67 2 2.7 2.7 67.1

70 11 15.1 15.1 82.2

73 5 6.8 6.8 89.0

75 6 8.2 8.2 97.3

80 1 1.4 1.4 98.6

85 1 1.4 1.4 100.0

Total 73 100.0 100.0
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Post Test Responden

Frequency Percent Valid Percent

Cumulative

Percent

Valid 47 1 1.4 1.4 1.4

50 2 2.7 2.7 4.1

57 1 1.4 1.4 5.5

60 7 9.6 9.6 15.1

63 7 9.6 9.6 24.7

65 7 9.6 9.6 34.2

67 10 13.7 13.7 47.9

70 15 20.5 20.5 68.5

73 8 11.0 11.0 79.5

75 3 4.1 4.1 83.6

80 5 6.8 6.8 90.4

83 4 5.5 5.5 95.9

87 3 4.1 4.1 100.0

Total 73 100.0 100.0

3.3 Bivariate AnalysisThe result of the bivariate analysis presented in table 5 known that p-score is0,000 <0,05, So that Ho is Rejected and Ha is Accepted  which means there isdifference of Pre Test with Post Test score.  It is known that statistic t - arithmeticis -6.202 which means the score of pre - test is smaller than post - test with pointscore 6.202. So the actions given or performed effectively improve the quality orscore in the post test. It indicated that the writings of the students in theexperimental group improved more than those in control group. Also, thoseengaged in peer review method were motivated to write more and enjoy writing. Itwas concluded that peer review provides learners with an authentic audience,increase the students’ motivation for writing and enables them to receive differentviews on their writing.
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T-Test

Mean N Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

Pair 1 Pre Test Responden 64.58 73 7.047 .825

Post Test Responden 69.07 73 8.277 .969

Table 3 Paired Samples Statistics

N Correlation Sig.

Pair 1 Pre Test Responden& Post

Test Responden
73 .685 .000

Table 4 Paired Samples Correlations

Paired Differences

t df
Sig. (2-

tailed)Mean Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean

95% Confidence Interval of the

Difference

Lower Upper

Pair 1 Pre Test Responden - Post Test

Responden
-4.493 6.189 .724 -5.937 -3.049 -6.202 72 .000

Table 5 Paired Samples Test
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Discussion And Conclusion

4.1 DiscussionRegarding to the first research question the results shown that in theexperimental group  who guide by using peer review technique help nursingstudents improve their writing skill more than in the control group who get thetraditional feedback from the teacher in writing their Nursing caredocumentation. The mean score of Pre – test is 64.58, while post – test score is69.07. It is known that statistic t arithmetic is -6.202 which means the score ofpre - test is smaller than post - test with point score 6.202. So the actions givenor performed effectively improve the quality or score in the post test. Itindicated that the writings of the students in the experimental group improvedmore than those in control group.Also, those engaged in peer review method were motivated to write moreand enjoy writing. It was concluded that peer review provides learners with anauthentic audience, increase the students’ motivation for writing and enablesthem to receive different views on their writing.
4.2 ConclusionAs a conclusion, this study focused on the writing progress and perceptionof EFL students’ through peer review technique. It was found that not onlystudents enjoy the process and product, but also a significant development andchange was observed in their writing skill. The peer review process engagedthe students in frequent reading and writing and helped them to manage theirlearning schedule, increased their motivation and joy writing.
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